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What is Text-Mining?
• “…finding interesting regularities in large

textual datasets…” (Usama Fayad, adapted)

– …where interesting means: non-trivial,
hidden, previously unknown and potentially
useful

• “…finding semantic and abstract
information from the surface form of
textual data…”
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Which areas are active in Text
Processing?

Data Analysis

Computational 
Linguistics

Search & DBKnowledge Rep. & 
Reasoning



Example scenarios

• Public opinion visualization

• Search on the Web

• Document collecton visualization

• Extracting structured data from text

• Analysis of collaborations on EU projects

• Real-Time information processing





Semantic Web – search

• What are the most
common tasks where we
manipulate texts in
everyday life?
– “Internet search”!

• …but – how smart is
search technology today?
– …not too smart!
– It is sophisticated, but not

smart



Example – Searching for “jaguar”

• Query “jaguar”
has many
meanings…

• …but the first
page of search
engines doesn’t
provide us with
many answers

• …there are 84M
more results



Query
Conceptual map
Search
Point
Dynamic
contextual
ranking
based
on the
search point

Context sensitive search
http://searchpoint.ijs.si



http://docatlas.ijs.si

3D version

Relationships
between entities in
the news

Document collection visualization



EXTRACTING STRUCTURED
DATA

Blaz Fortuna, Delia Rusu, Lorand Dali,  Ruben Sipo_, Marko
Grobelnik , Dunja Mladeni_

Jo_ef Stefan Institute, Slovenia (http://www.ijs.si/)



Congress approves budget
plans

Congress approves budget
plans
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Extraction Pipeline



Example

http://www.reuters.com/article/GCA-
autos/idUSTRE53G0L420090417

Volkswagen AG may have
passed Toyota Motor Corp as the
world's top selling automaker in
the first quarter, helped by robust
demand in its main markets, while
its Japanese rival suffered sharp
declines, partial company data
suggests.
The German automaker, with its
nine car and truck brands
including Audi, Skoda, Seat and
Skania, has set a goal of
overtaking Toyota and General
Motors Corp to be the world's
No.1 seller by 2018 -- a target
that was initially met with
skepticism.
…

Volkswagen AG may have
passed Toyota Motor Corp as the
world's top selling automaker in
the first quarter, helped by robust
demand in its main markets, while
its Japanese rival suffered sharp
declines, partial company data
suggests.
The German automaker, with its
nine car and truck brands
including Audi, Skoda, Seat and
Skania, has set a goal of
overtaking Toyota and General
Motors Corp to be the world's
No.1 seller by 2018 -- a target
that was initially met with
skepticism.
…



Name Entities

Volkswagen AG may have passed Toyota Motor
Corp as the world's top selling automaker in the first
quarter, helped by robust demand in its main
markets, while its Japanese rival suffered sharp
declines, partial company data suggests.
The German automaker, with its nine car and truck
brands including Audi, Skoda, Seat and Skania, has
set a goal of overtaking Toyota and General
Motors Corp to be the world's No. seller by 2018 -- a
target that was initially met with skepticism.
…

Volkswagen AG may have passed Toyota Motor
Corp as the world's top selling automaker in the first
quarter, helped by robust demand in its main
markets, while its Japanese rival suffered sharp
declines, partial company data suggests.
The German automaker, with its nine car and truck
brands including Audi, Skoda, Seat and Skania, has
set a goal of overtaking Toyota and General
Motors Corp to be the world's No. seller by 2018 -- a
target that was initially met with skepticism.
…



Anaphora resolution

Volkswagen AG may have passed Toyota
Motor Corp as the world's top selling
automaker in the first quarter, helped by
robust demand in its main markets, while its
Japanese rival suffered sharp declines,
partial company data suggests.

…

Volkswagen AG may have passed Toyota
Motor Corp as the world's top selling
automaker in the first quarter, helped by
robust demand in its main markets, while its
Japanese rival suffered sharp declines,
partial company data suggests.

…



Co-reference resolution

Volkswagen AG may have passed Toyota Motor
Corp as the world's top selling automaker in the first
quarter, helped by robust demand in its main
markets, while its Japanese rival suffered sharp
declines, partial company data suggests.
The German automaker, with its nine car and truck
brands including Audi, Skoda, Seat and Skania, has
set a goal of overtaking Toyota and General
Motors Corp to be the world's No. seller by 2018 -- a
target that was initially met with skepticism.
…

Volkswagen AG may have passed Toyota Motor
Corp as the world's top selling automaker in the first
quarter, helped by robust demand in its main
markets, while its Japanese rival suffered sharp
declines, partial company data suggests.
The German automaker, with its nine car and truck
brands including Audi, Skoda, Seat and Skania, has
set a goal of overtaking Toyota and General
Motors Corp to be the world's No. seller by 2018 -- a
target that was initially met with skepticism.
…



Extract triples

But a deepening recession and credit
crisis have crippled demand.



Extract triples

Volkswagen, meanwhile, is benefiting
from government stimulus plans.



Semantic graph



Document Visualization

http://answerart.net/docview/?id=19961114\189541newsML.xml



Search over triplets
• Pipeline ran over Reuters corpus

– 800k news articles from 1996 to 1997

http://isambard.ijs.si/triplet/search/ 



Question AnsweringQuestion Answering

http://answerart.net/ 







Volkswagen may overtake Toyota as No.1 in Q1
Volkswagen AG may have passed Toyota Motor Corp as the world's top selling
automaker in the first quarter, helped by robust demand in its main markets,
while its Japanese rival suffered sharp declines, partial company data
suggests.

The German automaker, with its nine car and truck brands including Audi,
Skoda, Seat and Skania, has set a goal of overtaking Toyota and General
Motors Corp to be the world's No.1 seller by 2018 -- a target that was initially
met with skepticism.

But a deepening recession and credit crisishave crippled demand in Toyota's
top markets, with U.S. sales falling 38 percent and Japan sliding 24 percent in
January-March.

Volkswagen, meanwhile, is benefiting from government stimulus plans that
have boosted sales in China, Germany and Brazil, which together accounted
for 44 percent of group sales last year, making it more likely that it beat Toyota
or at least came close.

In the first quarter of last year, the German group delivered 1.57 million
vehicles, a third less than Toyota's 2.41 million, which included sales at
minivehicle and truck units Daihatsu Motor Co and Hino Motors Ltd.
Toyota has given no forecast for retail sales, but its latest estimate for
shipments for the 2009 first quarter is 1.23 million vehicles, down 47 percent
from a year earlier.

Its first-quarter U.S. sales fell 36 percent, while sales in Japan for the core
Toyota brand plummeted 31 percent. The two markets account for just under
half of Toyota's global sales.

Volkswagen had projected a 10 percent decline in its global sales for 2009
back in January, but the sharp reversal in trends in Germany and China could
alter that outcome.

"Volkswagen is a big competitor for Toyota," said Koji Endo, auto analyst at
Credit Suisse in Tokyo. "Audi is strong, Volkswagen is strong, and they're
making good use of their small cars."
The automakers are expected to disclose their worldwide first-quarter vehicle
sales over the next week.

The ranking could easily change in subsequent quarters.
Toyota is counting on a third-generation Prius hybrid car due for roll-out next
month to jump-start sales as more countries offer consumers incentives to buy
energy-efficient cars. It will launch 16 new models in Europe this year following
a product drought in 2008.
Volkswagen, for its part, will have a full year of contribution from the remodeled
Golf, a perennial best-seller, and the relaunch of its popular Polo compact car.

Volkswagen has also moved up in stock value ranking, grabbing the No.2 spot
behind Toyota, whose market capitalization of $133 billion still dwarfs the
German carmaker's $100 billion.

Market research company R.L. Polk Germany predicted this month that
Volkswagen would overtake GM as the world's second-largest automaker as
the U.S. giant suffers steep declines at home amid fears of bankruptcy.

Volkswagen may overtake Toyota as No.1 in Q1
Volkswagen AG may have passed Toyota Motor Corp as the world's top selling
automaker in the first quarter, helped by robust demand in its main markets,
while its Japanese rival suffered sharp declines, partial company data
suggests.

The German automaker, with its nine car and truck brands including Audi,
Skoda, Seat and Skania, has set a goal of overtaking Toyota and General
Motors Corp to be the world's No.1 seller by 2018 -- a target that was initially
met with skepticism.

But a deepening recession and credit crisishave crippled demand in Toyota's
top markets, with U.S. sales falling 38 percent and Japan sliding 24 percent in
January-March.

Volkswagen, meanwhile, is benefiting from government stimulus plans that
have boosted sales in China, Germany and Brazil, which together accounted
for 44 percent of group sales last year, making it more likely that it beat Toyota
or at least came close.

In the first quarter of last year, the German group delivered 1.57 million
vehicles, a third less than Toyota's 2.41 million, which included sales at
minivehicle and truck units Daihatsu Motor Co and Hino Motors Ltd.
Toyota has given no forecast for retail sales, but its latest estimate for
shipments for the 2009 first quarter is 1.23 million vehicles, down 47 percent
from a year earlier.

Its first-quarter U.S. sales fell 36 percent, while sales in Japan for the core
Toyota brand plummeted 31 percent. The two markets account for just under
half of Toyota's global sales.

Volkswagen had projected a 10 percent decline in its global sales for 2009
back in January, but the sharp reversal in trends in Germany and China could
alter that outcome.

"Volkswagen is a big competitor for Toyota," said Koji Endo, auto analyst at
Credit Suisse in Tokyo. "Audi is strong, Volkswagen is strong, and they're
making good use of their small cars."
The automakers are expected to disclose their worldwide first-quarter vehicle
sales over the next week.

The ranking could easily change in subsequent quarters.
Toyota is counting on a third-generation Prius hybrid car due for roll-out next
month to jump-start sales as more countries offer consumers incentives to buy
energy-efficient cars. It will launch 16 new models in Europe this year following
a product drought in 2008.
Volkswagen, for its part, will have a full year of contribution from the remodeled
Golf, a perennial best-seller, and the relaunch of its popular Polo compact car.

Volkswagen has also moved up in stock value ranking, grabbing the No.2 spot
behind Toyota, whose market capitalization of $133 billion still dwarfs the
German carmaker's $100 billion.

Market research company R.L. Polk Germany predicted this month that
Volkswagen would overtake GM as the world's second-largest automaker as
the U.S. giant suffers steep declines at home amid fears of bankruptcy.

Summarization
Volkswagen, meanwhile, is benefiting from
government stimulus plans that have boosted
sales in China, Germany and Brazil, which
together accounted for 44 percent of group
sales last year, making it more likely that it
beat Toyota or at least came close.

In the first quarter of last year, the German
group delivered 1.57 million vehicles, a third
less than Toyota's 2.41 million, which
included sales at minivehicle and truck units
Daihatsu Motor Co and Hino Motors Ltd.

Toyota has given no forecast for retail sales,
but its latest estimate for shipments for the
2009 first quarter is 1.23 million vehicles,
down 47 percent from a year earlier.

Summarization
Volkswagen, meanwhile, is benefiting from
government stimulus plans that have boosted
sales in China, Germany and Brazil, which
together accounted for 44 percent of group
sales last year, making it more likely that it
beat Toyota or at least came close.

In the first quarter of last year, the German
group delivered 1.57 million vehicles, a third
less than Toyota's 2.41 million, which
included sales at minivehicle and truck units
Daihatsu Motor Co and Hino Motors Ltd.

Toyota has given no forecast for retail sales,
but its latest estimate for shipments for the
2009 first quarter is 1.23 million vehicles,
down 47 percent from a year earlier.

demo



ANALYSIS OF
COLLABORATIONS

Marko Grobelnik , Dunja Mladeni_

Jo_ef Stefan Institute, Slovenia (http://www.ijs.si/)
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Analysis of collaborations
Two sources of the data:
• Table of IST projects from internal EC

database with fields:
– Project Ref., Acronym, Key Action, Unit, Officer
– Org. Name, Country, Org Type, Role in project

• List of IST project descriptions as 1-2 page
text summaries from the Web (Cordis at
http://dbs.cordis.lu/fep/FP5/FP5_PROJl_search.html)

IST 5FP has 2786 projects in which participate
7886 organizations
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Example of data for Sol-Eu-Net (1)
Table of all IST projects – for each project list of partners
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Example of data for Sol-Eu-Net (2)

Project
Description

Project
Title

Project
Acronym
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Knowledge map: Visualization into 25 groups of 2786
IST projects (based on project descriptions)

Health

Data
analysis

Knowledge
Management

Mobile
computing
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Telecommunication

Transport

Electronics

No. of joint
projects

Competence map: Institutional Backbone of IST
(organizations having 10 or more joint projects)
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Community identification
(based on project partnership)

Organizations “more connected” between
each other than to the rest of “the world”

Example of a star-shaped cooperation (around
Fraunhofer):
– 'FRAUNHOFER GESELLSCHAFT ZUR FOERDERUNG DER

ANGEWANDTEN FORSCHUNG':0.758
– 'UNIVERSITAET STUTTGART':0.177
– 'THALES BROADCAST MULTIMEDIA':0.155
– 'STAEDTISCHE KLINIKEN OFFENBACH':0.129
– 'AVATARME':0.107
– 'NTEC MEDIA ADVANCED DIGITAL MOTION PICTURE

SOLUTIONS':0.089
– 'FOERSAEKRINGSAKTIEBOLAGET SKANDIA PUBL':0.085
– 'EXODUS':0.085
– …
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Community identification
(based on project partnership)

• Example of a cycle-shaped (clique) cooperation
(mainly Greece, some Germany and Portugal,...):
– 'NATIONAL TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY ATHENS':0.548
– 'INTRACOM HELLENIC TELECOMMUNICATIONS ELECTRONICS

INDUSTRY':0.412
– 'ATHENS UNIVERSITY ECONOMICS BUSINESS':0.351
– 'NOKIA CORPORATION':0.229
– 'POULIADIS ASSOCIATES CORP':0.153
– 'NATIONAL KAPODISTRIAN UNIVERSITY ATHENS':0.139
– 'LAMBRAKIS RESEARCH FOUNDATION':0.129
– 'PORTUGAL TELECOM INOVACAO':0.116
– 'INTRASOFT INTERNATIONAL':0.106
– 'SEMA GROUP':0.102
– 'SIEMENS INFORMATION COMMUNICATION NETWORKS':0.097
– 'UNIVERSITAET ZU KOELN':0.083
– 'HELLENIC BROADCASTING CORPORATION':0.083
– 'STADT KOELN':0.081
– 'HELLENIC TELECOMMUNICATIONS ORGANIZATION':0.081
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Identifying thematic consortia given a set
of keywords

• The task is to list relevant institutions
for the given set of keywords

• This can be seen as generating a
knowledge map

• The set of institutions can be
understood as proposed consortium for
a given thematic area
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Thematic consortia identification

Example of possible Data Mining consortium:
Top 20 institutions for the set of “data-mining” related keywords: “knowledge discovery

text mining classification machine learning data mining data analysis
personalization decision support”:
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Project Intelligence Web site

• All demos, reports and results
available at the web at
http://pi.ijs.si/

demo



REAL-TIME INFORMATION
PROCESSING

Marko Grobelnik (marko.grobelnik@ijs.si)
Dunja Mladeni_ (dunja.mladenic@ijs.si)
Jo_ef Stefan Institute, Slovenia (http://www.ijs.si/)



• Why one would need (near) real-time information
processing?
– …because Time and Reaction Speed correlate with

many target quantities – e.g.:
• …on stock exchange with Earnings
• …in controlling with Quality of Service
• …in fraud detection with Safety, etc.

– Generally, we can say: Reaction Speed == Value
• …if our systems react fast, we create new value!

Motivation



• Who works with real time data processing?

– “Stream Mining” (subfield of “Data Mining”) dealing
with mining data streams in different scenarios in
relation with machine learning and data bases

• http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_stream_mining

– “Complex Event Processing” is a research area
discovering complex events from simple ones by
inference, statistics etc.

• http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Complex_Event_Processing

Introduction – Who?



• What is Real-Time information processing?
– It is defined by a set of approaches enabling operations

on the observed incoming stream of data:

Introduction – What?

Transform

Query SegmentModel

Capture
Reality

(Events)



• When dealing with streams is really a problem?
– …when we have an intensive data stream and complex operations on data

are required!

• In such situations usually…
– …the volume of data is too big to be stored
– …the data can be scanned thoroughly only once
– …the data is highly non-stationary (changes properties through time), therefore

approximation and adaptation are key to success

• Therefore, a typical solution is…
– …not to store observed data explicitly, but rather in the aggregate form

which allows execution of required operations

Approaches



• All typical applications are “mission critical”
– …they have intensive streams and complex queries

• Example applications:
– Dynamic tracking of stock fluctuations
– Surveillance for frauds and money laundering
– Network traffic monitoring
– Sensor network data analysis
– Web click stream mining
– Power consumption measurement

• Next slides show some concrete applications…

Applications



Application: Stock Monitoring

Source: Gehrke 07 and Cayuga application scenarios (Cornell University)

Example Queries (Stream Triggers):
 Notify me when the price of IBM is above $83, and the

first MSFT price afterwards is below $27.

 Notify me when some stock goes up by at least 5%
from one transaction to the next.

 Notify me when the price of any stock increases
monotonically for ≥30 min.

 Notify me whenever there is double top formation in
the price chart of any stock

 Notify me when the difference between the current
price of a stock and its 10 day moving average is
greater than some threshold value

Stock monitoring
_ Stream of price and sales volume of stocks over time
_ Technical analysis/charting for stock investors
_ Support trading decisions



Applications: Telecommunication Network
Monitoring

Alarms Server

Alarms
Explorer
Server

Live feed of data

Operator
Ana

lys
is 

of 
da

ta

Big board display

Top predictions

Telecom
Network (~25
000 devices)

Alarms
~10-100/sec

• Alarms Explorer Server implements three real-time
scenarios on the alarms stream:
1. Root-Cause-Analysis – finding which device is responsible

for occasional “flood” of alarms
2. Short-Term Fault Prediction – predict which device will fail in

next 15mins
3. Long-Term Anomaly Detection – detect unusual trends in

the network

• …system is used in British Telecom



Application: Online Advertising for NYTimes
(microtrends detection)

Log Files
(~100M  page
clicks per day)

Log Files
(~100M  page
clicks per day)

User
profiles
User

profiles

Content

Stream of
profiles

Segments

Trend Detection System

Stream of
clicks

Trends and 
updated segments

Campaign
to sell segments

$

Sales



Application: Topic Tracking

Query

Topic Trends
Visualization

Topics
descriptio
n

US Elections
US Budget

Mid-East
conflict

NATO-Russia

Result set



• Text Mining and Link Analysis:
– Marko Grobelnik, Dunja Mladenic, J. Stefan Institute

http://videolectures.net/kdd07_grobelnik_tmala/
– Thomas Hofmann, Brown University
http://videolectures.net/mlss06au_hofmann_irtm/

• State of the Art in Data Stream Mining:
– Joao Gama, University of Porto
http://videolectures.net/ecml07_gama_sad/

• Data stream management and mining:
– Georges Hebrail, Ecole Normale Superieure
http://videolectures.net/mmdss07_hebrail_dsmm/

Video Tutorials @ videolectures.net


